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The effect of the finite dimensions of specimens on polariton kinetics and polariton
trapping is investigated experimentally for the first time. It is found that the
lifetime of the polaritons decreases in thin specimens. An experimental estimate of
the diffusion length of polaritons (L-5-7 pm) is obtained for high-quality CdS
specimens.

PACS numbers: 71.36. + c

The study ofthe properties ofthe surface and near-surface regions, which have a
considerable influence on different properties ofsemiconductors, is attracting the close
attention of researchers. The influence of the surface increases in small specimens. In

this work, we investigated the influence of the specimen thickness on the kinetics and
trapping of polaritons.

The emission spectra of the exciton state n : lA of CdS crystals excited with the
476.5-nm laser line and at T:zK in specimens with different thicknesses (d) were
investigated under the same conditions of excitation and recording. The experiments
were performed on perfect plates, grown out of the gas phase without special doping.
In all, about 40 specimens were studied. In the region d52 ptm, we used specimens in

which interference of additional waves was previously observed. r From this set, speci-
mens of different thicknesses with longest polariton lifetimes (r) were chosen. The

specimens were selected on the basis of the form of the 2LO luminescence band,
arising after scattering of polaritons by two LO phonons from the resonance region.
As is well known,2 the form of this band reflects the polariton energy distribution
function N(.8). In turn, 1/(,8)depends strongly onr.3'o The larger r, the larger the
degree of thermalization of polaritons (ihermal equilibrium with the lattice at liquid
helium temperatures is not completely established due to the characteristics of the
energy relaxation of polaritonss). As a characteization of the degree of thermalization
and, therefore, of the lifetime r, we determined the quantity I*, corresponding to the
efective temperature that is established within a time r for the distribution ff(.E ). The
values of I* were determined from the form of the short-wavelength part of the 2LO
luminescence band (a more detailed analysis of the function .|y'(.E ) and the determina-
tion of 7 * will be published later). Figure I shows the results of measurements only for

specimens in which the values of 7* were minimum.

As d is decreased, the quantity Z* increases, which corresponds to a decrease of
the polariton lifetime. This is evidently related to an increase in the effect of near-
surface regions on the overall kinetics of polaritons. In the near-surface region, r can
be much shorter than in the bulk for two reasons. First, near the surface there is a
large concentration of defects, which shorten the lifetime of polaritons compared with
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FIG. L Dependence of the efective polariton temperature T*(A) and the ratio Z(o) on specimen thickness.
The polariton dispersion curve is shown in the insert and the parts ofthe curve determining the measured

intensities of polariton radiation are indicated (E y and E, are the energies of the bottom of the longitudinal

and transverse exciton bands). The polariton energy distribution for two specimens with different thick-
nesses (d,;d2) is shown schernatically in the insert.

bulk polaritons (this explanation was used in Ref. 6 to interpret the results). Second,
the near-surface electric field, which leads to band bending near the boundary of the
semiconductor, can have a large efect on r. The presence ofan electric field can leadT

to a dependence of the exciton lifetime on the coordinates and a considerable decrease
in r near the surface. In addition, the near-surface field can pull excitons out of the

bulk toward the surface,s which can also decrease r. In principle, the decrease in r in
thin specimens could be due to the increase in the probability of radiative annihilation
of polaritons,? Howeyer, the intensity of resonance emission of polaritons in this case
should have increased appreciably compared with the emission of excitons bound on
impurities, which was not observed in the experiment.

The thickness of the specimens will also affect polariton trapping. As demonstrat-
ed in Ref. 10, the degree of polariton trapping can be characterized by the quantity

II : I, - 2lr)/f ,, where I is the intensity of radiation of polaritons with energy E, at

the center of the polariton resonance in luminescence line Q',:485.5 nm), while
Ir-2Lo is the intensity ofradiation arising after scattering ofpolaritons by 2LO phon-

ons (2, zro : 500.3 nm) (Fig. l). For large d, the ratio Z does not depend on the

specimen thickness. It begins to decrease with 5-7 pm. For minimum d, the ratio II

decreases by more than an order of magnitude compared with thick specimens.

In thick specimens with large r, as a result if the spatial relaxation, within a
lifetime, polaritons occupy a volume determined by the difusion length Z; in this case,
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they accumulate as a result of energy relaxation in the resonance region.3'a In the
resonance region the coefficient of absorption is very large and, correspondingly, the
mean free path of a polariton (/) is very small (-10-5 cm). As a result, only an
insignificant part of the polaritons from the near-surface region with thickness of the
order of / can leave the crystal in the form of radiation {. Most of the polaritons in the
resonance region are trapped in the bulk of the specimen by phonon and impurity
scattering and cannot approach the surface in order to be transformed into radiation.
Radiative escape of polariton energy accumulated in the bulk occurs in this case pri-
marily as a result of capture of polaritons in fine impurity levels followed by emis-
sion.ro The escape of 2LO luminescence radiation occurs without losses from any
point within the crystal, since the coefficient of absorption in this region is close to
zero. As a result, the intensity f ,-zLo is proportional to the number of polaritons
accumulated in the entire volume. Thus the quantity Z is proportional to the ratio of
the volume occupied by the polaritons to the volume contributing to the resonance
radiation. In thick crystals, the volume occupied by polaritons is characterized by the
quantity L and, as long as d>L, it is determined only by diffusion of polaritons. As d
is decreased, the thickness of the specimen becomes comparable to the ditrusion length
Z. At this point, a further increase in d leads to the fact that the volume occupied by
the polaritons is no longer determined by diffusion but by the thickness of the speci-
men. This is evidently the reason for the observed decrease in the magnitude of Z in
thin specimens. The specimen thicknesses for which Z begins to decrease can be used
to estimate the magnitude of Z for ideal CdS specimens at liquid-helium temperatures,
as a result of which we obtain L:5+7 pm.

Thus, we have demonstrated in this work, the considerable influence of the size of
the specimen on the kinetics of polaritons. t) We have also demonstrated the possibility
of obtaining valuable information on the kinetics of characteristics excitations in the
bulk and near the surface by studying a set of specimens with different thicknesses.

In conclusion, we thank O. N. Talenskii and I. N. Ural'tsev for providing the
specimens for the study, A. A. Kaplyanskii and S. A. Permogorov for useful discus-
sions and critical remarks.
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